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Does your company or organization have an

En-Pro is a hassle-free web-based computerized program that provides you with the necessary tools to ease the
maintenance of your Automated External Defibrillator (AED) units. En-Pro ensures that all of your AED units are always
up-to-date, maintained, and ready for use in case of a medical cardiac arrest emergency, as well as providing you with the
necessary laws and regulations applicable to your state. This specialized maintenance program will even go as far as
providing your organization support and guidance in the process of "Post-Event" in the chance that you would have to use
your AED device and provide you with the necessary steps to take after a medical emergency has occurred.

1. Readiness

2. Compliance



En-Pro keeps track of expirations
dates of your pads and batteries
for each AED unit.



En-Pro gives you easy access to
AED laws and regulations for your
state.



En-Pro will send you email
notifications to remind you when
your pads and batteries need to be
replaced.



En-Pro keeps track of all of your
important documents such as the
physician’s script, the Good
Samaritan Laws for your state, and
other important documents.





En-Pro provides you with routine
inspections and will send you an
alert if it detects that your AED
unit(s) is out of maintenance.
Having the readiness component
provides you with peace of mind
and assurance that your AED units
are always updated, maintained,
and ready to use at all times!



Since all 50 states requires AED
maintenance, by having the
compliance component, you can
access all of the important
documents that apply to your
state at the click of a button!

3. Post-Event



En-Pro provides you with the
support and necessary steps to
follow after an AED unit has been
used.



En-Pro provides you with the
guidance of necessary information
that you need to report to
emergency medical services, as
well as a response plan.



En-Pro also provides you with a
loaner AED unit while EMS have
your AED so that they can
download the data from the event.



With the post event component,
you can be rest assured that you
will have the appropriate
guidance on what to do after an
AED has been used!

To learn more about En-Pro, please call us at 877-306-1217!

